
Robert Smith 
Build and Release Engineer/Technician

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Extensively worked on Continuous Integration Tools Jenkins, Hudson, RTC, 
TFS, Cruise Control to automation of build and deployment process and etc.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Build and Release Engineer/Technician
ABC Corporation -   July 2008 – April 2011 

Responsibilities:

 Implemented Ant build scripts to automate build process.
 Setup and configured Continuous Integration tools Hudson, Cruise 

Control.
 Created Jobs for the projects build and deployment.
 Scheduling the build and deployment using crontab.
 Setup and configuration of WebSphere application server profiles, 

configured data sources.
 Deployment of ear files into a WebSphere application server, 

troubleshooting the applications.
 Deployment of war files into a WebSphere Portal server, troubleshooting

the applications.

Build And Release Engineer
ABC Corporation -   2004 – 2008 

Responsibilities:

 Leading Cconfiguration management of Master Configuration for 
Sterling Retail Commerce application in OMS, GIV and POC project 
relates activities.

 Involve in release governance meetings and prepare for various 
releases for the current and future projects.

 create the Deployment plan for production deployment and execute the
steps during production Execute the production Deployment in a timely 
Fashion during release nights.

 Created a standard release process.
 Some of the tasks related to Configuration, Middle ware change has 

been moved from Deployment task to minimize the outage window.
 Segragated build from the actual deployment during production and 

made it as predeploy step and made changes to start service parllely to
reduce Production outage Defined and standardized Branching and 
Merging Strategy Defined Naming conventions for Branches.

 Servicenow Incident Managment, IBM Web logic Servers Shell Scripitng.
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SKILLS

Build and Release 
management.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading
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